2017 ANNUAL REPORT
Comprehensive, Community-Based Care, Close to Home
UR Medicine | Noyes Health was voted “Best Hospital 2017” and Noyes’ Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation was voted “Best Physical Therapy 2017” by the readers of the Genesee Country Express and the Hornell Spectator.

For the second year in a row, Excellus BlueCross BlueShield designated UR Medicine | Noyes Health a Blue Distinction Center for Maternity Care under the Blue Distinction Specialty Care program. The program evaluates hospitals on several quality measures: the percentage of newborns that fall into the category of early elective delivery; meeting requirements that align with principles supporting evidence-based practices of care, as well as initiating programs to promote successful breastfeeding. The program also evaluates hospitals on overall patient satisfaction, including a willingness to recommend the hospital to others.

Noyes earned American Heart Association / American Stroke Association 2017 Get with the Guidelines Gold Recognition for achieving 85% or higher compliance with the organizations’ Stroke Achievement Measures for two or more consecutive years to improve quality of patient care and outcomes.

Noyes again earned The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval® for Hospital Accreditation by demonstrating continuous compliance with Joint Commission performance standards. The Gold Seal of Approval® is a symbol of quality that reflects an organization’s commitment to providing safe and effective patient care.

Over the summer, Joint Commission surveyors visited Noyes’ lab. And in October, Noyes Memorial Hospital underwent a rigorous, unannounced weeklong on-site survey. During both reviews, the team of surveyors evaluated compliance with hospital standards related to several areas, including emergency management, life safety, environment of care, infection prevention and control, leadership, and medication management. Surveyors also conducted on-site observations and interviews.

Surveyors made recommendations for improvements, and later returned to the hospital to check on the organization’s response. Noyes staff worked hard to meet and exceed all Joint Commission recommendations. Accreditation by the Joint Commission is for a three-year period.

The Joint Commission’s hospital standards are developed in consultation with health care experts and providers, measurement experts and patients. The standards are informed by scientific literature and expert consensus to help hospitals measure, assess and improve performance.
Amy Pollard, RN, BSN, MPS, President & CEO

Noyes Health continued to grow and provide expanded healthcare services in 2017 to Livingston, Steuben and Allegany Counties. The highlight of the year was the dedication of the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center on March 4th. Medical and radiation oncology care provided by the Wilmot Cancer Institute physicians is an outstanding example of the benefit of our affiliation with the University of Rochester and of our mutual goal to bring care to the patient whenever possible. During this year, there were over 6,000 patient visits to the Cancer Center.

Noyes Mental Health and Wellness also enjoyed the first year in their new location on Robert Hart Drive. The new facility is greatly appreciated by staff and patients alike.

Graham Frazer, Board Chairperson

On behalf of the Board of Directors, it gives me great pleasure to comment on this past year at Noyes Health. 2017 has been a year that has been both challenging and exciting as we add more health care options, all while providing the very best in patient convenience and satisfaction.

As I start my first full year as Board Chairman, I am very grateful to my predecessor, Les Cole, for ensuring a smooth handover.

The affiliation with UR Medicine continues to mature with the formation of the Regional Advisory Board, with the goal of working towards a seamless coordination between all members of the UR Medicine family.

We at Noyes Health have our own numerous and varied projects. With the completion of the Cancer Center, we are in the midst of the buildout of space in the neighboring Brae Burn building for the new Physical/Occupational Therapy facility. We will be installing a PET/CT scanner and interventional radiology suite in the former Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation location. This addition will greatly enhance Radiology services that we offer especially in conjunction with the Cancer Center and our Dialysis Service. If all of these additions to Noyes were not enough, we have started on major renovations to the Third Floor patient rooms to bring them to state-of-the-art quality for patient comfort.

I can’t say enough about our fantastic hospital and medical staff, all of whom strive each and every day to provide the very best in health care. I have been honored to serve on Noyes Health’s Board of Directors, which I might add is comprised of individuals drawn from the local area, each representing various backgrounds and expertise.

With the guidance and leadership of our excellent Administrative Team, I know that Noyes Health will be one of the leading health providers in UR Medicine’s regional affiliation.
SUPERIOR LEADERSHIP

In 2017, Amy Pollard, Noyes’ President and CEO, earned regional and national recognition for her leadership at Noyes. She was honored for her work in stabilizing Noyes’ financial outlook, managing Noyes’ affiliation with UR Medicine and stewarding the construction of both the Mary Saunders Beiermann Emergency Department and the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center.

- Becker’s Hospital Review
  60 Rural Hospital CEOs to Know in 2017
- Rochester Business Journal’s 2017 Healthcare Achievement Award for Management
- NYS Senate 2017 Woman of Distinction (nominated by New York State Senator Catharine Young)
- Livingston County Chamber of Commerce 2017 Distinguished Leader Award
The Health Care industry is facing many fiscal challenges that have created an environment of uncertainty for all healthcare providers, insurance companies and patients. Payment systems evolving from fee for service to a value based model make budgets difficult to predict. Shortages of physicians and clinical staff make recruitment and retention very difficult. State and Federal budget deficits and the status of healthcare reform provide many challenges and some opportunities, for all healthcare providers.

The Board of Directors, Senior Administration and our UR Medicine partners are committed to developing and implementing strategic initiatives to keep Noyes Health a strong and growing part of the community. Noyes’ affiliation with the University of Rochester Medical Center is key for developing strategic opportunities such as the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center.

Employing over 550 people and a payroll of nearly $27 million in 2017, Noyes Health investment in the local community is significant. This translates to an economic impact of over $89 million in the regional economy and generates more than $12 million in tax dollars.

In addition, as a non-profit organization, Nicholas Noyes Hospital is committed to providing accessible and affordable care to the community including those without health insurance. To that end, in 2017 Noyes provided over $1.9 million in financial assistance to the uninsured or underinsured.

FISCAL YEAR 2017 NOYES HEALTH CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Facility investments are essential to Noyes’ ability to deliver the highest quality care in a setting that meets patient expectations. In an effort to continually upgrade our facilities and equipment, Noyes Health invested approximately $7 million in capital expenditures in 2017 including the following major projects and equipment:

• Opening of the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center
• Information Technology equipment, electronic medical records and software upgrades
• Anesthesia and operating room equipment and monitors
• Radiology equipment and room upgrades
• Elevator replacement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient Discharges</td>
<td>2,404</td>
<td>2,364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Births</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery/Scopes Cases</td>
<td>5,578</td>
<td>5,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>14,618</td>
<td>14,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Hours Care Visits</td>
<td>12,015</td>
<td>12,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis</td>
<td>11,083</td>
<td>10,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Oncology</td>
<td>2,932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Livingston Health Care System, Inc.  
Key Financial Data For The Year Ended 12/31/17  (000’s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Revenue</th>
<th>$56,801</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Expense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary and Benefits</td>
<td>$32,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies and Other Expenses</td>
<td>$21,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation and Interest</td>
<td>$3,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>$57,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income From Operations</td>
<td>$(767)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Operating Revenue</td>
<td>$2,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Other Net Asset Changes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income/Changes in Net Assets</td>
<td>$1,567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Metrics</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days Cash on Hand</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Margin</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Age of Plant</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With the affiliation between UR Medicine and Noyes Health completing its second year, the benefits to Noyes patients and the organization are increasing.

- Radiologists from UR Medicine Imaging Sciences are reading all images from Noyes’ radiology department.
- UR Medicine radiologists began performing interventional radiology procedures.
- Emergency Medicine physicians from UR Medicine’s Strong Memorial Hospital routinely staff Noyes’ Mary Saunders Beiermann Emergency Department, ensuring a high standard of care for Noyes patients and a consistency of care across the UR Medicine affiliated system.
- Since the beginning of 2017, medical and radiation oncologists from UR Medicine’s Wilmot Cancer Institute have been treating patients from across the tri-county region at the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center.
- URMC’s Center for Community Health and Prevention began offering an 8-week Healthy Living program in Dansville and Mount Morris, emphasizing lifestyle changes that reduce risk of cancer and other chronic diseases.
- Noyes received a $6.3 million Statewide Health Care Facility Transformation Program grant to integrate a new electronic medical records system with UR Medicine’s and facilitate cross-system communication for patient care. The transition to the new system will begin in 2019.
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Chief Medical Officer’s Message

Bilal Ahmed, M.B.B.S.,
Chief Medical Officer

I joined UR Medicine | Noyes Health as the Chief Medical Officer (CMO) in 2017 to work collaboratively with regional hospitals to strengthen health care services for patients across the Southern Tier.

A major priority for me is to coordinate care among the regional hospitals. This allows us to utilize economies of scale, provide specialized care close to home and to approach healthcare delivery in a coordinated and mutually beneficial structure.

The goals of these community hospitals align closely with our overarching institutional goal: to provide services that will allow patients to stay in their own communities, close to their families and support systems, whenever possible.

Another one of my immediate priorities is to maintain and improve clinical care value, quality and safety and to ensure regulatory compliance.

I strongly believe that patient care starts at the bedside. We have already embarked on an ambitious initiative to improve our staff’s interactive skills, and we are witnessing gratifying results. Nicholas Noyes’ patient experience metrics have improved dramatically, and our quality metrics have also shown a consistent improvement.

When we work together to strengthen the health care system there is no end to what we can accomplish. It is personally rewarding to help Nicholas Noyes and other regional hospitals to care for the people in their outlying communities.

At UR Medicine | Noyes Health, we are committed to providing the highest quality and safest care possible for our patients.

We endeavor to care for our patients the same way we would want the most cherished of our loved ones to be treated—with excellent and compassionate care, with respect, and with their safety and well-being our number one priority.
Quality Update

Tim Peterson, RN, BSN, CHC, CPHQ
Director of Compliance/Performance Improvement

As we entered 2017, Noyes staff embarked on an organization-wide initiative to improve the experience that our patients, families and visitors experience in all Noyes facilities. As a community healthcare provider, we want those we serve to include us in all aspects of their healthcare and to have the best healthcare experience possible, even during difficult times. Every department within the hospital implemented a process improvement plan aimed at improving the patient and caregiver experience at Noyes. Some of these projects involved direct communication with patients and others were behind-the-scenes. In total, there were almost 20 different projects. Here are the results of a few of those projects.

1. The emergency department staff worked to reduce the amount of time a patient had to wait between hospital admission and transport to an available room.

2. All Noyes nurses and physicians worked throughout the year to improve communication with our patients. The results below are part of the patient satisfaction surveys that each of our in-patients completes, and reflects an increase in the number of patients who responded that our staff “always” communicated well.

3. Noyes staff also focused on another important aspect of care: ensuring patients and their caregivers understand discharge instructions and how to continue their care at home. Those efforts also lead to an increase in the number of patients saying they clearly understood those instructions.

4. Nursing staff introduced a new comprehensive “bedside reporting” initiative to smooth the information sharing between shifts and involve the patient in the sharing of that information. The overall goal is to standardize reporting and decrease negative patient events, as well as empower patients to take a role in their own care.

As we move forward, Noyes staff will continue to implement additional process improvements to ensure our patients get the best possible healthcare in a welcoming and comforting environment.

NOYES ENCOURAGES SAFE USE OF OPIOIDS

As part of a concrete effort to stem the over-prescription and misuse of opioids, Noyes Health staff in all clinical departments worked together to educate patients, emphasizing that the ultimate goal is to diagnose and appropriately treat their medical condition. Pamphlets describing Noyes’ guidelines for the management of pain were distributed to waiting areas and patient rooms. Those guidelines included information stating that prescriptions for narcotics, when appropriate, would last just three days, and that providers would work with the patient to control pain with over-the-counter medications or a referral to a pain management specialist when necessary. The effort resulted in a significant decrease in opioid prescriptions written in the Emergency Department and throughout the organization.
On a cold early March morning, donors, dignitaries, Noyes Board members, UR Medicine and Wilmot Cancer Institute administrators, and Noyes staff gathered for the Ribbon-Cutting and Dedication Ceremony for the new Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center.

Ann and Carl Myers, whose donation of $2 million kick-started the Cancer Center’s multi-million dollar capital campaign and for whom the Cancer Center is named, revealed the donor board on the wall of the lower level radiation oncology suite. It listed the businesses, community groups and individuals who donated more than $500 to support Cancer Center construction. Most watched the dedication ceremony via live feed in Noyes’ Conference Center, then toured the two-story facility, getting a glimpse at what their efforts had accomplished.

The Cancer Center features a 4,500 square foot lower level housing a radiation oncology clinic, and a 2,300 square foot medical oncology clinic featuring three exam rooms and seven chemotherapy/infusion chairs on the first floor. The regional cancer hub also provides patients with access to services including advanced diagnostic testing, outpatient palliative care, and Wilmot Cancer Institute’s Judy DiMarzo Cancer Survivorship Program.

Since opening its doors in January, the expert Wilmot Cancer Institute oncologists and staff have had more than 6,000 visits from across the region, saving patients and their caregivers the stress and wear and tear of countless hours of travel time.

In addition to making treatment more convenient, Noyes expanded diagnostic services, including interventional radiology for biopsies and port insertion, and will be adding PET scanning soon.

Patty Piper, Noyes’ Director of Community Outreach, began a tri-county Cancer Services Coalition, bringing together social service agencies, community resources, representatives from Wilmot and others, to share information and broaden access for area cancer patients to the kind of support services available in larger metropolitan medical centers. That effort continues. So do the efforts of the wider Noyes community. With raffles, golf tournaments, bottle and can drives, even a trout derby, area residents continue to raise funds to support the Cancer Center’s work in providing the best in cancer care to their family, neighbors and friends.
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November 2017 marked the 35th anniversary of Noyes Health’s partnership with Philips Lifeline, a medical alert and medication dispensing service, which has helped more than 8,700 area subscribers in the Genesee Valley region remain independent and safe at home as they age. The program has saved lives: more than 11,000 emergency calls have been received and responded to since Lifeline services began. The service area has expanded from one county to a six-county region, and multiple service options have been added: fall detection help buttons, wireless and mobile Lifeline units, and medication dispensers.

In honor of this longstanding partnership, E.A.R.S Lifeline Program at UR Medicine | Noyes Health was awarded the Outstanding Service Award by Philips Lifeline, and Patty Piper, Noyes Community Outreach Services Director, was given the Milestone Achievement Award from Philips for working to improve the health and well-being of Seniors in the community for more than three decades.

Through the years the staff and technology have changed, but Noyes’ care and commitment to be a local provider of the highest quality medical alert services available on the market today has remained the same.

Noyes Health is Livingston County’s largest private employer, and Noyes’ employees from the basement to the third floor, in Dansville and in Geneseo, give their all every day taking care of their neighbors and family members. Noyes employees are dedicated to supporting and promoting the health of our communities through compassionate, quality care.

In addition, Noyes employees give back to those communities as active members in local organizations including Rotary and Lions Clubs, Livingston County and various town Chambers of Commerce, and the Genesee Valley Health Partnership.

For a holiday basket raffle at the annual employee benefits fair, each department at Noyes contributes items and gift cards which are raffled off to support local charities. In 2017, Noyes Health employees raised nearly $6,000 for three charities: the Cancer Comfort Bag Project, Hearthside Cats and Santa Hat Society. Plus, employees paid to wear costumes on Halloween or jeans one day a week with a Dress Up/Dress Down fundraiser, netting more than $15,000 towards renovation of the hospitals’ third floor patient rooms.

Noyes is also a great place to work! Rochester Business Journal honored Noyes Health’s employee wellness programs by naming Noyes a finalist for the 2017 Wealth of Health Awards for companies with between 500 and 999 employees. Finalists were judged on the creativity of their initiatives, active participation, ability to effect measurable improvements, sustainability and program outcomes.

#NOYESPROUD
Community Health Needs Assessment

UR Medicine | Noyes Health has collaborated with the Livingston County Department of Health since 2016 on responding to current local health need priorities as identified in the most recent Community Health Needs (CHN) Assessment. CHN Priorities for 2016-2018:

1. Prevent Chronic Disease - Reduce obesity in children and adults
2. Promote Mental Health and Prevent Substance Abuse - Prevent substance abuse and suicide prevention
3. Promote Healthy and Safe Environment - Reduce falls in older adults

Year in Review 2017

1. Prevent Chronic Disease - Obesity Prevention

Living Healthy NY Classes: This 6-week education program uses the Stanford Model evidence-based chronic disease self-management curriculum. In 2017, a total of 47 participants completed one of the five class series held in Dansville, Geneseo, Mt. Morris, and Wayland.

Healthy Living Livingston Classes: This new 8-week program provides education relative to seven prevalent types of cancer and includes healthy lifestyle changes that reduce risk of cancer and other chronic diseases. The classes were provided by URMC’s Center for Community Health and Prevention and promoted via various Noyes community partnerships and coalitions. Ten participants completed the programs held in Dansville and Mt. Morris.

Noyes Diabetes Education Program: In 2017, this program successfully completed the four-year recertification with the American Association of Diabetes Educators. The program provided a variety of diabetes education and support services: 338 new diabetics attended the free diabetes education classes. The program also provided 15 insulin pump starts and 13 continuous glucose screenings. Two free Foot Care and Diabetes Health Fairs were held in Dansville and Geneseo with 35 attendees.

Be Well In Livingston: Be Well In Livingston (BWIL) is the newest collaborative effort in Livingston County to address obesity prevention in children and adults. The program promotes healthy eating and active lifestyles in an effort to help community residents live longer, better! Noyes Community Outreach Services co-leads this project with the Livingston County Department of Health, along with support from other local health and human service providers. In 2017, the project logo, mission, vision, and goals were all established.

Mission: Support sustainable healthy lifestyle choices within communities through policy, system and environmental changes utilizing local resources.

Our Vision: Be Well in Livingston will support local communities with opportunities to promote healthy living.

Our Goal: To reduce obesity in children and adults by implementing policy, system and environmental changes.

Based on health care data, population size, community resources and willingness to change, Nunda was identified as our first community to provide focused support over the next two years to help provide education, help the community identify opportunities to promote healthy living, and support local healthy lifestyle initiatives.

2017 project achievements included:

- Focus Groups: Twelve focus groups conducted in Nunda, including: government, school, church, service clubs, EMS/fire, community, health care providers, etc.
- School Health Index Assessment: Keshequa Central Schools completed the health assessment and implemented policy and practice changes regarding physical activity in the classroom.
- CHANGE (CDC) Assessment: CDC was completed at Nunda Lumber. A Wellness Committee was created and they now offer healthy snack options at work.
- Nunda Historical Walking Trail: Trail was established and promoted, and kick-off event held March, 2018.
- Nunda Steering Committee: Started meeting in October, 2017 to identify opportunities and establish strategic plan for their Nunda BWIL.
- Community-wide BWIL Kick-off Event: Planned for Fall 2018.
2. Promote Mental Health and Prevent Substance Abuse

**Monitor/Secure/Dispose Program:** Proper prescription drug disposal has significant impact on substance abuse prevention. The number of Medication Drop Boxes increased from three to five in 2017 with current locations now in: Geneseo, Dansville, Caledonia, Lima and Lakeville. This program started late 2014 and since the inception, 3,279 pounds of medications have been dropped off at these locations! Noyes actively promotes the med drop box information throughout our facilities and via the various Noyes coalition groups.

**Capacity Building:** Noyes Mental Health and Wellness continued to grow to meet community need in 2017. The clinic now provides walk-in crisis services five days/week during open hours. Two full-time Nurse Practitioners, one full-time Child Psychiatrist, and 23 therapists are on staff. All therapists are now Trauma Focused – Cognitive Program certified. Patient visits grew 7% - for a total 16,844 visits in 2017. Also, in December 2017, a new full-time Psychiatric Assessment Officer was hired to work in the Noyes Emergency Department to help address needs of patients whose mental health impacts management of their physical health.

**Suicide Prevention:** Noyes mental health staff are members of the Livingston County’s Suicide Prevention Task Force working to increase suicide prevention awareness throughout the county via community education (ads, bill boards, banners, social media) and their 3rd Annual Candlelight Vigil. A new monthly Suicide Bereavement Support Group was started in 2017 to support families impacted by suicide.

3. Promote Healthy and Safe Environment

**UR Medicine and the Livingston County Department of Health and Office for Aging are lead agencies on the Livingston County Fall Prevention Coalition** that works to implement evidence-based strategies to develop and promote community-based programs for fall prevention.

**Annual Fall Prevention Workshop:** Fourth Annual Fall Prevention Workshop was help in Lakeville during September, 2017, and 67 older adults attended to meet vendors/service providers, listen to speakers, and learn about local fall prevention resources.

**Promote Physical Activity Opportunities:** With the support of the Livingston County Office for the Aging and RSVP/Lifespan, in 2017 there were two 16-week Tai-Chi class series with 25 participants and five 8-week Matter of Balance Classes with 67 participants. These programs are actively promoted by the E.A.R.S. Lifeline Program and Continuum of Care Coalition at Noyes Hospital.

**Home Safe Home:** Noyes took the lead in coordinating the Home Safe Home Program in 2017 for Livingston County, in partnership with Lifespan. This Genesee Valley Health Partnership (GVHP) funded program provides home fall risk assessments, modifications and education to those 60+ years old in need of grab bars, railings, shower chair, etc…to help prevent falls in the home. The Noyes Lifeline Coordinator provides the outreach/promotion of the program and screens all referrals. Referrals are then sent to Lifespan and their provider schedules home visits in Livingston County once/month. With the GVHP funding, 36 home safety visits were completed this past year.

**Coalition Building Activities**

Noyes’ Community Outreach staff continues to reach out to regional health and wellness agencies and organizations to facilitate communication and share information. In addition to the ongoing Maternal Child Health Coalition and Diabetes Education Coalition, the following groups meet regularly at Noyes:

**Noyes Continuum of Care Coalition (CCC):** This 50-agency coalition meets six times a year for education, agency updates, and networking. Education topics in 2017 included: suicide prevention, hospice/palliative care, veterans services, heroin/opiate epidemic, Finger Lakes Caregiver Institute, and Stroke.

**Cancer Support Services Coalition (CSS):** With the opening of the Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center in Dansville, Noyes recognized opportunities to expand support services for patients and caregivers across the tri-county region and began to reach out to cancer service support programs, health care agencies, cancer survivors, individuals and community groups. The interested parties met monthly to discuss ways to meet the needs of Cancer Center patients from a physical, emotional and financial standpoint.
Noyes Mental Health and Wellness Services moved into its new home in January. Noyes facilities and engineering staff renovated the former Genesee Community College building, creating 24 staff offices, two art therapy rooms, two conference rooms, a staff kitchen, and a reception/waiting area.

With the help of New York State Assemblyman Joe Errigo, Noyes administration and staff cut the ribbon officially to open the new building in February, and Noyes welcomed the community to check out the new space in May at an Open House marking the start of the annual staff and patient art show.

With the new building came the addition of two new therapists. They’ve been busy. On average, more than 30 patients walked in to the new building each month looking for help. Total visits increased 8% over 2016, with the total number served up 17%.

Services expanded, too, with the opening of a satellite clinic at the Noyes Memorial Hospital to treat the Medicare population and, in December, adding a much-needed Psychiatric Assessment Officer (PAO) in the hospital’s Emergency Department.

Noyes Mental Health and Wellness staff also continue to work in four high schools in the region and at Creekside Family Medicine, Noyes’ primary care practice. They also cooperate on a regular basis with county and regional mental health agencies.

**SOUL COLLAGE**

Noyes Mental Health and Wellness Services art therapist Diane Stratton Smith works with client Peggy Oltz to create a “soul collage,” selecting photographs from magazines and other print media and combining them to make a series of cards reflecting the client’s life experience and personality.
As 2017 began, the 3-year Ann and Carl Myers Cancer Center capital campaign culminated with a ribbon cutting and dedication on a cold March morning. Ann and Carl Myers unveiled the donor wall in the reception area of the new radiation oncology suite, their stewardship gift having inspired hundreds of businesses and individuals from throughout the region to contribute to making the dream of expert and accessible cancer care a reality.

Now that the Cancer Center’s doors are open and hundreds of patients and their families are already benefiting from Wilmot Cancer Institute’s expert care close to home, community members continue to raise money to support the Cancer Center with raffles, events, can drives and other activities.

Since major construction campaigns are, for the moment, complete, the Foundation now is shifting gears. It is rededicating itself to supporting Noyes as a whole as the organization continues to grow to serve patients in the region by adding services, updating equipment, renovating patient rooms and providing the kind of comprehensive health care our patients deserve.

Some highlights:

- In August, the Foundation hosted and benefited from the second Kyle J. Button Memorial Golf Tournament. The tournament raised nearly $26,000.
- Noyes employees, with weekly Dress Down/Dress Up day payroll deduction donations, gave more than $12,000 towards renovations of third floor patient rooms.
- Recognizing the need for new equipment, Jane Schryver and her partner, Paul Hoffman, gave $135,000, part of which went to purchase a bed-side ultrasound machine for use in the Mary Saunders Beiermann Emergency Department. The remainder of their gift will be used to purchase a C-arm in radiology.
- And, the 2017 Annual Appeal, in a mailing reflecting the wide variety of services Noyes offers, garnered an additional $30,000.

Community support for Noyes is strong. It’s also necessary as the healthcare industry continues to be in flux. We are grateful in so many ways to have that support as Noyes moves forward.
2017 DONATIONS

ANNUAL APPEAL

Kenneth Applin
Marcia Ayers
Gary and Mary Bajus
Douglas and Ann Biek
Martha Blair
Fred Blakley
Cornelius N. Bliss Memorial Fund
Barry and Barbara Blum
Michael and Marie Blum
Janice Bonehill
Sarah Booher
Linda Booth
Bruce and Sharyl Brown
John and Virginia Buck
Michael Buckley
Charles Burritt
Alice Button
Robert Carges
Gerald Carney
Niels Kurt and Barbara Christiansen
Douglas and Sharon Churchfield
Thomas Colahan
Louis Colella
Susan Collier
Maureen Collins
Timothy and Dawn Costello
Charles Cowley
Ian and Cassandra Coyle
Elaine Selbig Cromwell
Patrick and Geraldine Cromwell
James and Linda Culbertson
Anthony D’Imperio
Glenn and Mary Ann Dalrymple
John DeGrood
Ganie DeHart
Mary Sue Dehn
Gail Derrenbacher
Vernon Dillon
Robert Donovan
Daniel and Ellen Edmond
Harold Edwards
Bruce Ellsworth
Jeffrey Englert
Ricardo Estruch
Peter Fedorchuk
Dwight Folts
Todd Forsythe – St. George-Stanton Funeral Home
Dr. Paul and Gay Frame

Marian Frary
Genesee Regional Bank
William and Cathy Graham
Elisabeth Grant
Patricia Grant
Cheryl Gray
Helen Gray
Sharon Hagens
David and Nancy Hall
Margaret Hargrave
Boris Haritonoff
Mary Harris
Dennis Hartman
Rose Hayes
Barry Haywood
Dr. Kirk Heriot
Sally Herrick
Kenneth Hill
Mary Hilty
C. Edward Hindle
Paul Hoffman
Jessie Hollingshead
Richard and Kathleen Hollis
Donna Horton
Allan and Nancy Howe
Jerry Howe
Lisa Jarosinski
Jassaraca Inc.
DeMerle Johnson
Michael and Betty Joles
Dolly Jonasse
Robert Kennedy
Norman and Kathleen Kennell
Randy Kiehle
Harold and Mary Lou Kiesl
Roger Kiley
Joyce Konopa
Sherry Kramer
Dominic LaGioia
Bernhardt and Dorothy Lang
Robert LeBar
Timothy LeVee
David and Nancy Leven
John and Lynne Lockhart
Glenn Love
Judith Lynn
Carolyn Macaluso
William Maracle
Kevin and Lei Mark
Richard and Sharon Mark
Charles and Lois Marsh
Domenick and Ann Martello
Mary Lou Martello
Joyce McKeown
Larry and Mary Ann Merle – Genesee Construction Service
Myrtle Merritt
Charles and Suzanne Mettler
Braxton Middleton
Danny Miller
Marcia Ann Miller
Roy Miller
Robert and Betty Minemier
Keith Mitchell
Sharon Mitchell
Patricia Moran
Nicholas H. Noyes, Jr., Memorial Foundation, Inc.
Renee Nixon
David and Barbara Oldfield
George and Catherine Ott
Dolores Pebbles
Kenneth Perry
Robert and Patricia Piper
Thomas Platten
Walter Purtell
Thomas and Mary Quinlan
Judy Rakoska
Pamela Rauber
Joseph Regal
Sherrie Reilly
David and Catherine Reinholdt
Richard and Pamela Rizzieri
Sally Roberts
Stephen Robinson
Kathleen Rose
James Rotenberry
Benjamin Rudney
Teresa Russell
Richard and Joyce Sarvis
Anthony and Linda Shay Scavone
William Schaaf
Jane Schryver
Catherine Schwendy
Douglas and Susan Schwingel
Lois Sciotti
Dwight Scott
Martina Shafer
Jon and Linda Shay
Margaret Sichak
Dr. John and Mary Elizabeth Skillings
Bret Slavaton
J. Bruce Smalling
Nedra Smith

Paul and Bonnie Snyder
Tam Spitzer
Roberta Staub
Richard Stead
Mary Lou Stephens
Harold Stewart
Ray Struble and Sharon Lucey
William Swanson
Sue Sylor
Lawrence and Kathryn Thomas
Carol Thompson
Lawrence Thompson
Rev. Michael Twardzik
Joann Valentino
Virginia Waite
Walker Farm
Linda Wallace
Peggy Gelser-Webb
Gail Weidman
Karen Weidman
Carol Welcher
Nancy Wetterau
Susan White
Weimar White
David and Lorraine Wicks
Gerald and Jane Williams
Deborah Wilson
Matthew Winter
Dr. Tony and Ruth Witte
Timothy and Nancy Wolfanger
Kay Wood
Robert Yull

In Honor of Fernelle C. Rodriguez:
David Smith

In Honor of Ruth Rotenberry:
James Rotenberry

In Memory of Gloria Arias:
Leonard Arias

In Memory of Norbe C. and Ella G. Blum:
Michael and Marie Blum

In Memory of Arlene Brokaw:
Donna Brokaw

In Memory of Joan Gibson:
Arthur Gibson

In Memory of Beatrice “Petie” Hoffman:
Suzanne Engel

In Memory of Frank Kendall:
Joann Kendall

In Memory of Patty Lent:
Howard and Pamela Perry
A Lasting Legacy

William H. Hartman was a farmer and one of Dansville’s most prominent citizens from the turn of the 20th century until his death at the age of 85 in 1937.

Mr. Hartman was an uncle of Nicholas H. Noyes, a patron of what then was known as Dansville General Hospital and for whom today’s hospital building is named. (The “H.” stands for Hartman.)

Each year, the Foundation for Noyes Health receives $3000 from Mr. Hartman’s estate, a lasting legacy of his commitment to the health and well-being of the Dansville community. To date, that gift has added up to nearly $240,000, truly a gift that keeps on giving.

Please consider including a legacy gift in your estate planning and be remembered for generations to come as helping to provide the best possible healthcare to your community. For more information, contact the Foundation for Noyes Health at (585)335-4323.

Thank You!

In Memory of Catherine and Alexander Lieb: Suzanne Engel
In Memory of Ruth L. Born-Smith: David Smith
In Memory of Charlie and Mary Sundlof: Suzanne Boor

MARY SAUNDERS BEIERMANN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
Gerald Carney
Les Cole and Family
Dansville Chamber of Commerce
Dansville Rotary Club
Teresa Dearing
Everett and Sally Hunt
Krista Levey
John and Lynne Lockhart
Dr. Douglas and Judi Mayhle
Noyes Health Auxiliary
Kelly Paganeli
Yvonne Rechichi
Pauline Shaw
Catherine VanDerMeid
Thomas and Joan Wamp
Brad and Tamara West
Keith and Gail Wing

DIABETES PROGRAM
Dansville Lions Club
In Memory of Lauri Tweddell: Richard and Marlene Tweddell

DIALYSIS CENTER
Shirley Bedrin
Kiwanis Club of York-Leicester
In Memory of Gary Beachel: Dave, Kathy, and Jennifer Averill
The Burch Family
Michael DeLorenzo
James and Marguerite Delibert
Peter Herron
Frank Mustari
Thomas Platten
Stephen and Jean Robertson
Mary Roodenburg
Estella Stone
Fritz and Janelle Thompson
In Memory of Richard “Rich” Chasey: Donald and Barbara Chasey
Robin Hettrick
and Michael Masten

Kenneth and Eileen Hynes
James H. Jackson Hose Co.
Jon and Linda Shay
TE Connectivity Sensor Solutions
James Vogt
Wayland Rod & Gun Club
Keith and Gail Wing
In Memory of Annette Cwiklinski:
Gary and Alice Ann Beachel
In Memory of Gilbert Rowley:
Charles and Sandra D’Angelo
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dutton
Annabelle Foos
Happy Camper Camping Club
lain and Linda Harding
Edward and Louise Holmes
Marcus and Helen Johnson
Jennie Pierce
Quality Built LLC
Robert and Debrah Roth
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
VanDeBogart
In Memory of Philip Schultz:
Scott Batzel
Joyce Hooker
Earl and Susie Jones
Geraldine Kennedy
Colette LaBelle
Livonia Central School
Non-teacher Organization
The Messina Family
Timothy and Lorriane Newman
Lois Suwyn
In Memory of Lawrence “Larry” VanDurm:
Robert and Betty Minemier
In Memory of Dianne Whitacre:
Robert and Lorie Banker
Scott Batzel
William and Ann Brown
Linda Chadwell
Richard Dorschel –
The Dorschel Group
Thomas and Charlotte Greenwood
Ed and June Hall
Marlene Ireland
Maureen Kingston
and Michael Preston
Joseph and Roxanne Klein
Mary Lou Korpanty
June McAllister
Barbara Torregiano-rea

He is survived by two sisters, Mrs. Emma C. Noyes and Miss Lydia M. Hartman, both of this village.

Funeral services were held on Tuesday afternoon, at 2:30 o’clock, from his late residence, Rev. Andrew P. Rush, minister of the Presbyterian church officiated. Interment in the family plot, Green- flan Cemetery, with Masonic ser- vices at the grave.
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DRESS UP/DRESS DOWN – MENTAL HEALTH RENOVATIONS

Mary Kay Ball
Ken Barber
Brenda Beckstrom
Heather Bevacqua
Jessica Bratcher
Stefanie Brietzke
Andrea Burns
Kaitlyn Burrows
Jessica Carnevale
Kristie Cartwright
Pamela Caskey
Gillian Coats
Tara Coffey
Karen Coty
Gail Cox
Mary Kay Ball
Ken Barber
Brenda Beckstrom
Heather Bevacqua
Jessica Bratcher
Stefanie Brietzke
Andrea Burns
Kaitlyn Burrows
Jessica Carnevale
Kristie Cartwright
Pamela Caskey
Gillian Coats
Tara Coffey
Karen Coty
Gail Cox
Carolyn Mahany
Heather Malone
Mary Menz
Suzanne Mettler
Melinda Mulford
Diane Palmer
Andrea Pearson
Timothy Peterson
Amy Pollard
Tim Raup
Yvonne Rechichi
Alyssa Recktenwald
Robin Remington
Theresa Rex
Aimee Ribble
Monica Schillaci
Beth Smith
Stephanie Snyder
Maranda Spears
Heather Stephens
Chris Stewart
Carly Stolberg
Johnathan Sykes
Colleen Therrien
Darlene Vogt
Evelyn Weidman
Tricia Williamson
Trisha Wolfe
Melinda Wood

Alicia Chase
Emily Churchfield
Makenzie Clark
Heather Clifford
Gillian Coats
Tara Coffey
Sarah Coons
Karen Coty
Gail Cox
Kristina Cuozzo
Annette Cwiklinski
Rhea Deichman
Ashley Derrenbacher
Deborah Derrenbacher
Dorothy Derrenbacher
Angela Dickinson
Debra Didas
James Dorak
John Dorak
Ashley Drake
Jordan Drake
Jennifer Ebert
Candice Ezard
Renee Falco
Samantha Farley
Robert Feinman
Heather Fidell
Rhiannon Fitch
Lindsay FitzPatrick
Martha Fortes
Ryann Gardner
Jill Giese
Elizabeth Gilbert
Sherry Glover
Christina Gray
Lynette Greene
James Gross
Daniel and Deborah Guy
Marlene Guy
Maureen Harris
Brooke Hartson
Tessa Hendershot
Brenda Hoag
Kathleen Hoeffner
Allyssa Holmes
Lisa Hooker
Lisa Houtz
Tara Hughes
Helen Hufflurt
Erin Hysell
Sherrie Innocent
Adrienne Keiffer
Jodi Kennedy
Brandy Kessler
Prudence King
Susan Klosner
Kristin Koehler
Hayley Kruchten
Amy Lowery
Carolyn Mahany
Heather Malone
Shelby Mankoff
Kristie Mann
Mary Lou Martin
Christy Mattice
Deborah McCray
Mary Menz
Suzanne Mettler
Holly Momberger
Melinda Mulford
Rebecca Mullen
Diane Palmer
Rebecca Palmer
Teresa Parker
Andrea Pearson
Timothy Peterson
Patricia Piper
Amy Pollard
Tim Raup
Rebecca Rawleigh
Yvonne Rechichi
Alyssa Recktenwald
Robin Remington
Theresa Rex
Monica Schillaci
Lorna Schledorn
Pauline Shaw
Kristin Painter-Sherman
Amy Skinner
Beth Smith
Stephanie Snyder
Maranda Spears
Ashley Staples
Heather Stephens
Chris Stewart
Mary Stewart
Carly Stolberg
Jacob Studio
Johnathan Sykes
Colleen Therrien
Danielle VanScooter
Janice Vitale
Darlene Vogt
Angela Walker
Marsha Wallace
Evelyn Weidman

DRESS UP/DRESS DOWN – THIRD FLOOR PATIENT ROOM RENOVATIONS

Mary Kay Ball
Ken Barber
Michael Barnett
Brenda Beckstrom
Heather Bevacqua
Nicole Bourg
Rebecca Bowen
Jessica Bratcher
Stefanie Brietzke
Sarah Briggs
Jeff Brown
Sylvia Bryant
Andrea Burns
Kaitlyn Burrows
Jessica Carnevale
Kristie Cartwright
Dawn Case
Pamela Caskey
Tatiana Cavalletti
Alicia Chase
Emily Churchfield
Makenzie Clark
Heather Clifford
Gillian Coats
Tara Coffey
Sarah Coons
Karen Coty
Gail Cox
Kristina Cuozzo
Annette Cwiklinski
Rhea Deichman
Ashley Derrenbacher
Deborah Derrenbacher
Dorothy Derrenbacher
Angela Dickinson
Debra Didas
James Dorak
John Dorak
Ashley Drake
Jordan Drake
Jennifer Ebert
Candice Ezard
Renee Falco
Samantha Farley
Robert Feinman
Heather Fidell
Rhiannon Fitch
Lindsay FitzPatrick
Martha Fortes
Ryann Gardner
Jill Giese
Elizabeth Gilbert
Sherry Glover
Christina Gray
Lynette Greene
James Gross
Daniel and Deborah Guy
Marlene Guy
Maureen Harris
Brooke Hartson
Tessa Hendershot
Brenda Hoag
Kathleen Hoeffner
Allyssa Holmes
Lisa Hooker
Lisa Houtz
Tara Hughes
Helen Hufflurt
Erin Hysell
Sherrie Innocent
Adrienne Keiffer
Jodi Kennedy
Brandy Kessler
Prudence King
Susan Klosner
Kristin Koehler
Hayley Kruchten
Amy Lowery
Carolyn Mahany
Heather Malone
Shelby Mankoff
Kristie Mann
Mary Lou Martin
Christy Mattice
Deborah McCray
Mary Menz
Suzanne Mettler
Holly Momberger
Melinda Mulford
Rebecca Mullen
Diane Palmer
Rebecca Palmer
Teresa Parker
Andrea Pearson
Timothy Peterson
Patricia Piper
Amy Pollard
Tim Raup
Rebecca Rawleigh
Yvonne Rechichi
Alyssa Recktenwald
Robin Remington
Theresa Rex
Monica Schillaci
Lorna Schledorn
Pauline Shaw
Kristin Painter-Sherman
Amy Skinner
Beth Smith
Stephanie Snyder
Maranda Spears
Ashley Staples
Heather Stephens
Chris Stewart
Mary Stewart
Carly Stolberg
Jacob Studio
Johnathan Sykes
Colleen Therrien
Danielle VanScooter
Janice Vitale
Darlene Vogt
Angela Walker
Marsha Wallace
Evelyn Weidman
Thank You For Your Contribution!

Megan Weidman
Tamara West
Dr. Robert Whelpley
Stacey White
Tricia Williamson
Gail Wing
Trisha Wolfe
Melinda Wood
Amberlynn Zigenfus

FOUNDATION DONATIONS

Dansville Valley Group
Friday Nite Family Group
Robert Kennedy
Richard and Gloria Kreiley
Gerri Long
Lost Dreams Awaken Group

In Honor of Joan Geometti: Robert Glover

In Memory of Joyce A. Baker: Friends Unlimited
Lynda Hally and Family
Charles and Mary Etta Saxton
TLF Graphics, Inc.
Zion Lutheran Church

In Memory of Paul Black: Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Kyle Button – Kyle Button Memorial Golf Tournament: Paul and Nicole Aiuto
American Rentals, LLC
Baird Funeral Homes
and Cremation
Kevin and Stephanie Beahan
Belangers Gravel & Stone Inc.
Brandon and Kristy Boehmer
Steve Brown
Robert and Joan Brydges
Kerry Buckley
Burnwell Gas & Griffith Energy

Lynn and Frances Button
Lyne Button
Paul and Tina Button
Rodney Button
Jim Casey
Brodie Colvin
Timothy and Dawn Costello
William and Emily Crowell
Dansville Central School
Men’s Faculty Club
Dansville Chamber of Commerce
Dansville Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Inc.
Dansville Lions Club
Mary Sue Dehn
Chad Donovan
Anthony and Salome Farraro – Tony’s Pizzeria
Todd Forsythe – St. George-Stanton Funeral Home
David and Kathleen Gates
Genesee Valley
Federal Credit Union
Genesee Valley Title Services Inc.
Helen Gray and Family
Barry Haywood
Carl and Lisa Hinkle – Hinkle Funeral Home
Bridgett Hoag
David and Kellie Hoag
Thomas Hober – Hober Enterprises
Mary Ann Holden
Thomas Kolb
LMC Industrial Contractors Inc.
Gary Lemey
Maddie’s Motorsports
William Martin – Harris Roofing
Mark McGavisk
James McMahon
Larry, Mary Ann, Mary Ellyn, and Jonathan Merle – Genesee Construction Service

Middleton’s Frozen Custard
David and Katie Moodie
Timothy and Amy Pollard
Kyle Preston
Chris Ramsey and Michelle Paroda – Ramsey Constructors, Inc.
Rauber’s, Inc.
Jim and Ria Sauerbier
Jane Schryver and Paul Hoffman
Stephen Schuster – Schuster Construction
Jon and Linda Shay
Robert and Robbin Smith
Snyder Brothers Cemetery Service
Corey Strick – Perry Market Place
Superior Plus Energy Services
David and Kellie Sylvester
James Thompson
Patrick Thompson
Tomkins Insurance Agencies
Kyle Tracy
Union Hose Company
Village Clipper Barber & Styling
Thomas and Joan Wamp
Edmund Joseph Wansart
Ron Welch – Rushbottom Heights Salon
Jean Witherell

In Memory of Marvin “Marv” Dixon: Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Joseph Elliott: John and Maryanne Molyneux

In Memory of Joan Geometti: Deanne Knapp

In Memory of Beverly Hart: Geralyn Higgins

In Memory of Dolly Kelly: The Brocious Families, Becker Family, Denhoff Family, and Cowan Family

Capital Group
Dansville Area Retired Teachers
Dansville Primary School Teachers and Support Staff
Flaum Management Co., Inc.
Albert and Sharie Gladner
Richard Hamilton and Katherine Schulze
Nancy Hare
Clayton and Mary Harris
Robert and Nancy Hussey
Bernhardt and Dorothy Lang
A. Henry and Catherine Latorreli
Matthew McCaffrey
Julia Northrup and Carol Ann Shea
Shari Pressman
Bud and Joan Rusitzky
Evelyn Rutkowski
Jon and Linda Shay
Carol Slocum
William and Lorri Welch
Dr. Norman Wetterau
Stephen and Karen Zilora

In Memory of Barbara Lawrence: Alice Aultman
Canisteo Valley Historical Society of Arkport
Marilyn Hynes
Nelson and Audrey Whiteman

In Memory of Reba Mahany: Bernhardt and Dorothy Lang

In Memory of Margaret Nice: Timothy and Amy Pollard
Anthony and Linda Shay Scavone
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Tom Rauber: Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Dr. Roy W. Robinson: Marilyn Robinson

Thank You For Your Contribution!

Thank You, PetSmart

Michelle Frazer, assistant store manager of PetSmart in Geneseo, dropped off hundreds of beautiful stuffed animals to manager of Noyes Mental Health and Wellness Services, Lynette Greene, and director of Emergency Services, Pauline Shaw, over the holidays. PetSmart customers purchased and donated the toys, bringing smiles to the faces of our patients young and old.
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In Memory of Harriette Stephens:
Anonymous

In Memory of Joyce Williams:
Jon and Linda Shay

HOSPICE

West Sparta United Methodist Women

In Memory of Marjorie MacDonald:
Serena Cucinotta

In Memory of Joanne Pfass:
Ellis B. Hyde Third/Fourth Grade Wing

In Memory of Paul Sheehan:
IDI Billing Solutions
Gerald Rock

In Memory of Charlie Wolf:
Bernhardt and Dorothy Lang

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT

In Memory of Delores DioGuardi:
Ronald and Charlotte Buckman
Serena Cucinotta
Anthony and Salome Farraro
Kathleen Fraser
Friends at Livingston County Courthouse

In Memory of June Mills:
Hamlock Lake Union Agricultural Society
Barbara Roselli

In Memory of Paul Sheehan III:
The Family of Paul Sheehan III

MENTAL HEALTH

Ronald McDonald House
Charities of Rochester

ANN AND CARL MYERS CANCER CENTER

Jason Allen
American Legion, Daniel Goho Post 87
Andrea Bailey
Michael Barnett
Michael and Marie Blum
Don and Connie Collins
James and Linda Culbertson

Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Dick Applin:
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Patricia Walker Baird:
Bill and Rhea-Jean Walker

In Memory of Elizabeth "Liz" Bennett:
Cassie Dennison
Charles and Mary Etta Saxton

In Memory of John and Theresa Berardi:
John, Mike, and Chris Berardi

David and Kellie Sylvester and Family
Trout Derby – Dansville Future Business Leaders of America
Thomas and Joan Wamp
Lorri Welch and Customers of Rushbottom Heights Salon
Blake Zastawny

In Memory of Frank Bassett:
Philip and Shirley Livingston

In Honor of Bonnie Snyder:
Bonnie’s Cancer Fighters Golf Tournament

In Memory of William “Bill” Bierschmitt:
Cassie Dennison
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Kyle Button:
Dansville Redemption Center

In Memory of Arlene E. and Norbert G. Dorak

In Memory of Arthur Ellis, Jr.:
Donald and Lucille Ellis

In Memory of Joseph F. Greco:
Debra Ruffalo

In Memory of Jeannie Hapeman:
Andy and Sandy Burch

In Memory of William Heigel:
Eleanor Heigel

In Memory of Richard Johnson:
Carol Wallace

In Memory of Dolly Kelly:
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks

In Memory of Bill and Patty Lent:
Helen Lent

In Memory of Kimberlee (Borrelli) Brock-Loomis:
Brooke Amico
Juli Byron
Melody Forester
Rebecca Forester
Debbie Hager

In Memory of Richard MacDonald:
Harriettdell MacDonald

In Memory of Reba Mahany:
Acomb Acres

In Memory of Leonard and Marjorie Maracle

In Memory of Rita Morsch
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Donald Munson:
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks

In Memory of Edward P. Nichols:
Russ and Marie Nichols

In Memory of Donald Pebbles:
Dolores Pebbles

Dansville Cancer Kickers
Dansville Central School Class of 1957
Dansville Central School Class of 1982
Dansville Free Methodist Church
Dansville Lioness Club
Dansville Lions Club
Empire Strikes Back Golf Tournament
Erin’s Pit Crew
Footin’ It for Family Team
Dr. Paul and Gary Frame
Graham and Candy Frazer
Gunlocke Company
Barry Haywood
Robert and Lillian Hemmer
Herald Ford, Inc.
Mary Ann Holden
Robert and Nancy Hussey
Sherrie Innocent
Norman and Kathleen Kennell
Robert and Prudence King
Livingston County Government Center
The MacDonald Family
David and Ellen Mapes
Jay and Leslie Maslyn
Dennis and Marilyn Moore
Nicholas H. Noyes, Jr., Memorial Foundation, Inc.
Not Dot Shop Change Box
Noyes Café Change Box
Gregory and Elizabeth O’Connell
Robert Osgood
Chris Ramsey and Michelle Parodar – Ramsey Constructors, Inc.
Laura Schoonover
Kristine Shay
Siemens Government Technologies, Inc.
Harold Short – Short’s Convenience Stores, Inc., Short’s Oil Co., Inc.
David Smith
Paul Smith
Maranda Spears
Spice Box Gift Shop Change Box
Ashley Staples
Step It Up Fitness For Women
Steuben Trust Company
Mary Strickland
John and Elizabeth Sullivan
Dr. and Mrs. Skip Sullivan

Donald and Connie Collins
Michael Barnett
Michael and Marie Blum
Don and Connie Collins
James and Linda Culbertson

John, Mike, and Chris Berardi

In Memory of Richard and Margaret Biek:
Douglas and Ann Biek

In Memory of William “Bill” Bierschmitt:
Cassie Dennison
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Kyle Button:
Dansville Redemption Center

In Memory of Arlene E. and Norbert G. Dorak

In Memory of Arthur Ellis, Jr.:
Donald and Lucille Ellis

In Memory of Joseph F. Greco:
Debra Ruffalo

In Memory of Jeannie Hapeman:
Andy and Sandy Burch

In Memory of William Heigel:
Eleanor Heigel

In Memory of Richard Johnson:
Carol Wallace

In Memory of Dolly Kelly:
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks

In Memory of Bill and Patty Lent:
Helen Lent

In Memory of Kimberlee (Borrelli) Brock-Loomis:
Brooke Amico
Juli Byron
Melody Forester
Rebecca Forester
Debbie Hager

In Memory of Richard MacDonald:
Harriettdell MacDonald

In Memory of Reba Mahany:
Acomb Acres

In Memory of Leonard and Marjorie Maracle

In Memory of Rita Morsch
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Donald Munson:
Leopold and Mary Jo Marks

In Memory of Edward P. Nichols:
Russ and Marie Nichols

In Memory of Donald Pebbles:
Dolores Pebbles

In Memory of

In Memory of

In Memory of

In Memory of
Thank You For Your Contribution!

In Memory of Mary Lou Rex:
Patti Ellis
James Rex, Cindy and Jake, Doug and Bev, Lori and Terry, Patty and Joe, and Rose

In Memory of Steven Risley:
Robert and Eileen Feinman

In Memory of Sandy Morsch Rodgers:
Cassie Dennison

In Memory of Lisa Rosica:
Maria Moore
Dylan Penta
Colleen Vogel

In Memory of Faye Roth:
Gift Shop Volunteers

In Memory of Mary Lou Rung:
Philip and Margaret Gorton

In Memory of Stephen Shirley:
Stephanie Gleason

In Memory of David Smith:
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Jeff Sullivan:
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of Paula Thielges:
Karl Thielges and Christine Morse

In Memory of Jean Tomczak:
Cassie Dennison

In Memory of Lawrence “Larry” VanDurme:
Jon and Linda Shay

In Memory of the Wamp and Walker Families:
Thomas and Joan Wamp

In Memory of Charlie and Wynne Wegemann

In Memory of Terry Wester:
Cassie Dennison

In Memory of Richard Whitenack:
Amanda Carey
Rhea Deichman
Wilson and Edna Dunlop and Family
David, Joanne, Lisa, Brian, and Kayla Dunn
Scott and Catherine Flannigan
Gunlocke Company Distribution Team
Rosann Hartman
IBC Engineering
Winston and Agnes Kelso and Family

Mary Ann Klaver
Brian and Edna McAdam and Family

Noyes Administration and Board of Directors
Rebecca Palmer
Teresa Parker
Robert Patterson Family
Timothy and Amy Pollard
Rotsof Employee Association
Billy and Johann Rodgers and Family
Lynn Rowling
Jon and Linda Shay
Ian and Karen Walker and Family
Olive Wallace
Keith and Gail Wing

In Memory of Helene B. Witzmann

In Memory of Donna “Jeanie” Gessner:
Amanda Armeli
Richard Burritt
Cindy Davis
Elizabeth Heisey
Jessica Howell
Laurie Kendrick
Lab Staff
Ann MacDougall
Chris Morse
John and Susan Murphy
Joseph and Barbara Perry
Donna Recktenwald and Maple Street Neighbors
William and Geraldine Recktenwald
Beverly Schumacher
Michelle Shoram
Irene Strick
Cherie Truax
Keri VanAukcn

In spite of our best efforts to be accurate, we may have overlooked a misspelling or omitted a name by mistake. If that is the case, please accept our apology and notify Kellie Sylvester at (585) 335-4212 at the error. Thank you!
Mission
We support and promote the health of our communities through compassionate, quality care.

Vision
To be our communities’ first choice and primary resource for medical care and wellness promotion.

Values
QUALITY
We provide services that exceed internal and external customer expectations according to best practices.

ACCOUNTABILITY
We are personally responsible for achieving individual and organizational goals.

TEAMWORK
We work together to understand and appreciate how our actions affect each other and the success of the organization.

INNOVATION
We actively seek and implement ideas to improve performance.

GROWTH/LEARNING
We pursue opportunities to learn and change.

COLLABORATION
We are committed to working with the entire healthcare team to maximize care in the communities we serve.

INTEGRITY
We will always do what is ethical and remain committed to patients, ourselves, and each other.

Find us online at
www.noyes-health.org

Noyes Memorial Hospital
111 Clara Barton St.
Dansville, NY 14437

Noyes Health Services
50 E. South St.
Geneseo, NY 14454

Noyes Kidney Disease
and Dialysis Center
4616 Millennium Drive
Geneseo, NY 14454

Noyes Mental Health
and Wellness Services
9221 Robert Hart Drive
Dansville, NY 14437